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Awesome game. Comes with both original version and the enhanced version with updated graphics. This version is using the
ScummVM engine and does not come with the original executable so you can't copy it to an old Dos PC.. 10/10 Porcha best
healer ♥. How in the hell is a game like this constantly freezing with flash game grade graphics.
Also atleast give the option to go fullscreen in this painful mobile game port.. What a great little dungeon explorer! I got hooked
on the first one when it was available free on my android phone, and have been following the developer awaiting the second
game to come to steam for awhile now. Many improvements over the original game, including a town you visit after each trip in
the cave, which changes and evolves as you explore. A skill tree has been added so as you level you can choose what you'd like
to focus on. There is also a crafting system where you can make potions and enchant your gear to make them even more useful.
Randomly generated floors make it easy to go back and re-explore completed floors without getting boring. Probably one of my
favourite changes so far is the Transmute skill which lets you bring normal items out of the cave. Best $5 i've spent on steam in
a long while.

Just don't get too greedy.... remember to use those wings!. Full Review URL - http:\/\/www.htcvivegamereviews.com\/all-review-
list\/mystery-stone-heaven-review\/

FULL Lets Play Video - http:\/\/www.htcvivegamereviews.com\/all-video-list\/mystery-stone-heaven-explore-wisdom-brave\/
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I\u2019m playing some weird games for VR and Mystery Stone from Heaven is a STRANGE mix of feelings, themes and
graphics. You start the game with a Chinese narrative(no translation from what I could see). I frantically pushed buttons
wondering if there was something to toggle but somewhere along the opening scene, translations began. Of course, the
translations are Google Translate quality so there is some silly things such as \u201cPrevent walking around in space with
unprincipled from getting injured.\u201d There is a lot of dialogue from the Simple Family \u2013 weird, cutesy out of place
cartoonish characters who give you hints on the game. The game ironically has an inventory system that actually works(a
backpack). There was a lot of objects that you could pick up but it seemed like it only required a select few to move on.

What is jarring about the game is the way the \u201cstyle\u201d changes. The animals that live in Mystery Stone from Heaven
actually look quite great and out of place. They\u2019re not cartoony and look quite intimidating although they pose no danger
from what I could tell(maybe I could walk into them and die?) They seemed happy to sit there and snarl at me. For instance, the
Scorpions look like something out of Skyrim but they\u2019re in an education \u2013 low action game. It\u2019s quite strange.
The music is also quite varying \u2013 ranging from EPIC fantasy combat music as you shoot a bow which ends just as abruptly
or the knock off Halo music when you begin the second area. There is a super long track when you summon a princess which
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sounds like something from a Final Fantasy game complete with a cool EDM track. The princess actually looks high quality and
the effects used putting together the princess are actually really good and out of place for the rest of the game.

The actual length of the game seems to be about 20 minutes but to be honest \u2013 I\u2019m not sure if I completed the game
or not. I basically died, woke up in my office and the credits rolled. I\u2019m not sure if the \u201cdeath\u201d was inevitable
but I accepted my fate and shut off the game. The puzzles aren\u2019t anything too difficult \u2013 just find a few objects, put
them in a resurrection area and proceed. The second level caught me a little off guard and an accident revealed the way for me.
With the HTC vive, it is impossible to move with something in that same hand for teleporting so that made a couple parts
annoying(like shooting the bow) \u2013 maybe intentional or not.

I\u2019m not sure I can really RECOMMEND buying a game like this unless you\u2019re looking to be amused for a short
time. The translations of Mystery Stone from Heaven might be enough for your enjoyment or the out of place music. Just
don\u2019t go in expecting a real game or story. Surprisingly, there wasn\u2019t a terrible amount of bugs..ok, well the rhino
running through the wall was funny but nothing game breaking. If it was a bit cheaper, I\u2019d probably recommend it just for
a \u201ccheck it out\u201d type game and maybe if its under $3-$4, it could be worth that price tag. I\u2019ve certainly played
shorter or worse games for a more expensive price.

The Good
Actually has some good looking creatures
Hilariously out of place music
Terrible translations
The princess resurrection scene
The Bad
Terrible translations
Hilariously out of place music
Minor bugs
Fairly short game. Black screen bug. This is an excellent game... by far the most rewarding in my collection. The controls are
quite difficult to master, but I wouldn't have them any other way. I would definitely recommend this to anyone who enjoys an
adrenalin rush, is capable of working as a team, and enjoys FPS games.

Some others have complained of the levelling system; I think it's actually beneficial. Ensuring that noobs have to use easy-to-use
weapons (e.g. being able to spray) and helpful abilities (like heal) means they're less likely to drag down their teams as they
learn. It also gives a sense of satisfaction and purpose to the game.. Good Fighting mechanics And not a bad story its interesting
and a nice spinoff of the red riding hood story i give it a 9\/10
For it being free aswell. This game used to be really good during before and up to alpha 16, but alpha 17 came along, and it
kinda killed it. The grind for building a base is atrocious, skills are level locked which really limits what you can do, and is
honestly annoying. Would be better if they were just skill point locked instead. Furthermore, no matter how good of a base you
build, it is basically trash, no point in building anything. Its not a base building survival game anymore. The best thing to do is
just level up now, and becomes a zombie grind fest. I would really want to get back into it to test out the electricity stuff, but I
just can't with these changes that make everything pointless.
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Its♥♥♥♥♥. A flight simulator in which you play the part of a russian commander and get to use really cool airplanes called
Ekranoplanes (I didn't know they existed)
Graphics are good, from the 3D airplane models to the russian-flavored menus. You can start a campaign and slowly build your
team of comrades, or select Single Mission (the easiest choice) and start flying immediatly.
Your comrades, the weapons you carry and your instruments affect your stats in battle.
For lower performance PCs (like mine) the game loading is a bit slow.. Gas game gotta buy this. We were playing duo and have
completed 3 chapters within 3 HOURS. I died several times ONLY because some toxic saliva or nasal goo was one-shotting me.
We once emerged from a tunnel and mer hive tyrant with all skills in cooldown. If you are playing this game alone, then you are
playing in wrong. Same for playing at any but the highest difficulty.
In my opinion, game requires a bit more agile enemies to make it kinda scary and something like glory kills (like in
SpaceMarine at least) to get more enjoyable gameplay. Technical issues I had - freezing for 10-15 seconds (3 times during 7
hours) and 2 network errors. Not a single time this thing crashed so far. Yes, it might look like boring crap, but only if you play
in unorthodox way, heretic. Singleplayer though... Well, yeah. Singleplayer is boring as hell. And better buy it with a discount,
30-40$ is overprice.. I had a splendid 40 minutes walking around collecting shrooms and then sadly got stuck in between a rock
and tree. So I restarted and recollected all of my shrooms and skulls again and was able to finish the game.
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